INDECS Scholarship

The Master of Biomedical Informatics' Inclusive, Diverse and Equitable Communities Success Scholarship

ABOUT THE SCHOLARSHIP

The MBI Inclusive, Diverse and Equitable Communities Success (INDECS) Scholarship advances the DBMI Diversity Mission to help build and support a diverse, inclusive, and equitable Biomedical Informatics field.

The scholarship covers tuition and mandatory fees for the typical duration of the 48-credit MBI program (three semesters) while the student is making satisfactory academic progress.

ELIGIBILITY

- Acceptance into 48-credit MBI program
- US citizenship or US permanent resident
- Demonstrated financial need via FAFSA
- Demonstrated commitment to advancing diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts for underserved populations.

TO APPLY

- Apply to 48-credit MBI program and indicate interest in the scholarship
- <500 words essay
- Submit FAFSA
- OPTIONAL: Letter of Recommendation

MORE DETAILS

Please scan the QR code

Further questions? Email INDECS@hms.harvard.edu

MBI APPLICATION DEADLINE
January 12, 2023